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Contextually Inappropriate Behavior (CIB)

Behavior that occurs in the wrong 

place, at the wrong time, persists 

too long, is too weak or too 

forceful.



Communication and Contextually 

Inappropriate Behavior

Behavior Inappropriate Appropriate

Talking Movie theater Restaurant

Shouting out 

answers
Classroom Charades

Repeating 

spoken words
Chorus of song 

Mimicking a 

question

Whispering
To someone 

across the room
In library

Screaming Dinner table Sporting event



Why Do We Do What We Do…?

Behaviors that obtain reinforcers

 Michael sees another student playing with his 
CD player.  He hits the student and the 
student gives him the CD player.

 Michael‟s CD player won‟t close properly.  He 
becomes agitated and begins to bang it on the 
table. A staff person approaches and provides 
help. Michael enjoys listening to his CD.

 Michael is persistently rocking his body back 
and forth in an agitated state at his desk. A 
staff person directs him to the rocking chair. 
Michael rocks himself in the chair.



Why Do We Do What We do…?

Behaviors that avoid or escape
 Alan is in art class.  The teacher offers him a 

container of paint.  Alan takes it and throws it 
on the floor. He cleans it up then completes 
the activity.

 Alan is directed to his desk to complete some 
new work tasks.  During the work time, he 
repeatedly indicates that he needs to go to the 
bathroom.

 Alan‟s class goes to the pool to swim.  He 
cries loudly and persistently in the pool.  The 
staff take him out of the pool area.  Alan stops 
crying.



Why Do We Do What We Do…?

Reactions — Behaviors that are elicited

 Moira wants to use the computer.  Another 

student requested the computer first and got 

to use it. Moira hits her head. 

 Moira falls on the playground and scrapes her 

knee.  She cries. 

 It‟s Tuesday, Gym day. Moira doesn‟t like the 

gym. She sees it on her schedule and 

screams.



CIB

CIBs can be related to a lack of 

functional communication skills

FEAB:

Functionally Equivalent Alternative Behavior

Teach replacement behavior (often a communication 

skill) that serves the same function



Planning for FEABs

Behavior FEAB

Michael bangs CD player 

when it does not work 

properly

Alan asks to go to the 

bathroom when demands 

are placed on him

Moira hits a student when 

she doesn‟t get to use the 

computer immediately.

Request help

Request break

Respond to “wait”



Nine Critical Communication Skills

Expressive
1. Request 

reinforcers

2. Request 
assistance

3. Request break

4. Reject

5. Affirm

Receptive
1. Respond to 

delay/denial of R+ 
“wait” & “No”

2. Transition between 
activities (reinforcer 
vs. activity)

3. Follow directions

4. Follow schedule



• A subjective 
assessment of the

Nine Critical Skills

• Based on report or 
direct observation

• Determine 
“appropriateness” 
based on age

• Plan communication 
goals based on 
results

Critical Communication Skills Checklist



Nine Critical 

Communication Skills

Skill Example Appropriate?

2.  Request 

assistance

Screams until 
someone comes

Skill Example Appropriate?

2.  Request 

assistance

Takes item to 
Mom or Dad



Skill Example Appropriate?

6.  Respond 

to “wait”

Hums while 
staying in area

Skill Example Appropriate?

6.  Respond     

to “wait”

Hits whomever is 
near

Nine Critical 

Communication Skills



Nine Critical 

Communication Skills

Skill Example Appropriate?

3.  Request 

“break”

Shouts “NO!”

Skill Example Appropriate?

3.  Request 

“break”

Falls to floor



2.  Requesting “Help”

 Key issues

 We want student to INITIATE

 We must choose a modality

 Gesture, symbol, sign, word

 Long-term plan should include teaching 

an expanded request for help

 Specific item (“I want help shoe.”)

 Specific action (“I want help open.”)



2.  Requesting “Help”
Critical Skill Requesting Assistance

Behavioral

Objective

Upon encountering an item that is not working in 

the manner expected, Student will give it to an 

adult.

Reinforcement Assistance to access desired item plus social 

praise

Modality Gesture

Lesson Type: discrete:      •teacher-led student led

sequential:     •teacher-led •student led

Teaching

Strategy

Current prompt: full physical prompt from behind

Long Term Cue:  give item upon needing help

Plan: faded physical prompts with 2-Person 

Prompting Procedure

Error 

Correction



2. Requesting “Help”

 Identify the natural opportunities within 

the student‟s daily routine when the 

student would need to request help.

 Ex. getting dressed, fasteners, shoe 

laces, opening milk carton, juice box, 

sharpening pencil, completing work 

tasks



2. Requesting “Help”

Creating Opportunities:

 Create problems

 Things that don‟t work

 Things that are incomplete

 Sabotage tactics

 Block completion of a task

 Interrupt a known sequence



2.  Requesting “Help”

Training Sequence

1. CP creates “obstacle”

2. 2nd trainer waits for initiation and 

prompts response

3. CP reinforces by providing “solution”

Repeat sequence with 2nd trainer 

fading prompts



 Key issues

 Use a visual symbol regardless of 

productive modality student uses (akin to 

a promissory note)

 Trainer must be able to control the R+ 

and, thus, the wait interval!

 Begin with <1 second of wait time

 Slowly increase the time wait

6a.   Wait



6a.   Wait

Critical Skill Responding to “Wait”

Behavioral

Objective

When told, “Wait,” and given a wait card, Student 

will sit quietly for entire wait interval.

Reinforcement Tangible item and social praise

Modality Speech/Picture

Lesson Type: discrete:  teacher-led • student led

sequential:   • teacher-led •student led

Teaching

Strategy

Current prompt: “Shhhh” from behind

Long Term Cue:  “Wait” from Comm Partner

Plan:  Shaping

Error 

Correction

Shorten next training interval



6b.   Wait

 Add “wait-toys” for longer intervals

 Add specific R+ icon to wait-card

 Add “token” time-keepers to wait-card

 Never give wait-card when you know the interval 

will exceed your current level (stay honest!)

wait



 Key issues

 The purpose of “break” is escape!

 First assess reinforcers for remaining in 

the lesson or activity

 Student should INITIATE a break request 

 Teach break from (escape/avoid)

 Demands

 Boring, repetitive tasks

 Designate a neutral area and a time limit

3.  Requesting “Break”



3.  Requesting “Break”

Critical Skill Requesting a break

Behavioral

Objective

Upon encountering a stressful situation, Student will 

exchange a “break” card  

Reinforcement Removal of demands

Modality Sign

Lesson Type: discrete:      •teacher-led • student led

sequential:     •teacher-led     student led

Teaching

Strategy

Current prompt: full physical prompt from behind

Long Term Cue:  stress

Plan: faded physical prompts

Error 

Correction

Backstep error correction procedure



3.  Requesting “Break”

Training Sequence
1.  Create “stressful” situation

2.  2nd trainer prompts student to exchange 
“break” card  

3.  Communicative Partner escorts student to 
break area and prompts student to set 
timer

4.  NO DEMANDS during break

5.  Once timer rings, signal next available 
reinforcer –Not, “Get back to work!”

6.  Student must return to previous task



3.  Requesting “Break”

 Remember

 If student leaves break area, break is over

 How do you prompt student to return to activity?

 Rules should parallel rules for vacations

 How long?

 How many? (Can I be in „break‟ all day?)

 Can I earn more?

 “Sensory” or “motor” „breaks‟ are NOT avoidance 

motivated  

 Even if student can ask, you can give “free” breaks



3.  Requesting “Break”

Once student independently initiates 

requesting a break, set limits!

break break

break break

break break

I’m working for

break break


